
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA

Executive Director, Talent, Learning and Organizational Development

Job Code: 117187

OT Eligible:

Comp Approval:

Leads and oversees the strategy and implementation of all learning, talent, and organizational 
development areas, acting as the university’s senior authority. Guides strategic initiatives and 
provides ongoing updates to leadership. Defines comprehensive talent acquisition strategies, 
addressing all areas.

JOB SUMMARY:

JOB ACCOUNTABILITIES:

*E/M/NA % TIME

No

10/13/2021

______ Oversees, designs, and directs talent, learning and organizational development. 
Leads strategy composition and development based on internal/external data and 
with both customers and the university’s evolving needs in mind. Incorporates 
innovative learning experiences and best practices. Leads teams responsible for 
creating high quality, blended programs with core focus areas (e.g., custom support 
for high-potential talent).

______

______ Aligns daily operations and strategic initiatives to HR/university goals. Partners with 
team leaders and senior leadership to oversee cross-functional projects (e.g., 
collaborations with learning and development teams) and initiatives that achieve 
short- and long-term talent and learning strategies. Connects functional 
workstreams and distills takeaways to inform learning and organizational strategies.

______

______ Keeps talent, learning and organizational development collaborations top of mind 
and enables effective leadership dialogue through regular operational meetings. 
Facilitates open lines of communication with leaders to provide updates on 
strategic work and learning/organizational activities. Delivers communications 
driving employee engagement, including presentations tailored to varied 
stakeholders.

______

______ Develops metrics and tracking mechanisms to build accountability, measure 
results, and optimize the impact of talent, learning programs and organizational 
structures through data analytics. Continuously assesses, analyzes, and reviews 
leading higher education practices and competitor performance to evaluate 
programs and inform HR strategies. Stays current with standards and emerging 
trends to identify improvement opportunities.

______

______ Designs and optimizes organizational structures to deliver scalability and growth, 
implementing changes with operational excellence. Oversees development of 
career pathways and performance management processes and systems. Drives 
continuous improvements to best practices, delivering consistent service 
excellence and timely responses to regulatory changes.

______

______ Provide guidance and mentorship to learning and organizational leaders and 
teams, creating space for career growth opportunities. Ensures senior leadership 
and relevant stakeholders are informed in a timely manner of any pertinent 
regulatory changes affecting operations. Provides guidance to Promotes an 
environment that fosters inclusive relationships and creates unbiased opportunities 
for contributions through ideas, words, and actions that uphold principles of the 
USC Code of Ethics.

______
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*Select E (ESSENTIAL), M (MARGINAL) or NA (NON-APPLICABLE) to denote importance of 

each job function to position.

JOB QUALIFICATIONS:

Performs other related duties as assigned or requested.  The university reserves 
the right to add or change duties at any time.

EMERGENCY RESPONSE/RECOVERY:

Essential:

In the event of an emergency, the employee holding this position is required to 
“report to duty” in accordance with the university’s Emergency Operations Plan 
and/or the employee’s department’s emergency response and/or recovery 
plans.  Familiarity with those plans and regular training to implement those plans 
is required.  During or immediately following an emergency, the employee will 
be notified to assist in the emergency response efforts, and mobilize other staff 
members if needed.

No

Yes

Minimum Education:

Bachelor's degree

Minimum Experience:

12 years

Preferred Education:

Master's degree

Preferred Experience:

15 years

Minimum Field of Expertise:

Bachelor's degree in business, psychology, communications, or another related field. 
Twelve years’ experience providing strategic direction in talent development, workforce 
planning, and learning and organizational development areas. Six years’ experience in 
leadership/management roles, able to evaluate and research training options and 
alternatives. Demonstrated experience supporting business leaders, with excellent 
multitasking, prioritization and project management skills. Extensive experience designing, 
establishing, and implementing innovative talent, learning and organizational development 
strategies. Proven track record of building and leading successful teams, able to apply best 
practices, policies and federal, state, and local employment laws and regulations. Excellent 
critical thinking, problem-solving and organizational skills, with strategic focus on process 
mapping, task management and implementation. Ability to develop analytics from multiple 
data streams, interpret trends and advance persuasive recommendations. Excellent written 
and oral communication skills, with an exemplary attention to detail. Ability to tailor 
communication delivery to various audiences and exercise discretion with confidential 
information. Excellent interpersonal skills, able to grow, mentor, and challenge teams to do 
their best work every day in evolving cultures. Familiarity with HR software (e.g., Workday). 
Fluent in Microsoft Office.

Preferred Field of Expertise:
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SIGNATURES:

Employee: _____________________________________  Date:_____________________________

Supervisor: ____________________________________  Date:_____________________________

The above statements are intended to describe the general nature and level of work being 

performed.  They are not intended to be construed as an exhaustive list of all responsibilities, 

duties and skills required of personnel so classified.

The University of Southern California is an Equal Opportunity Employer

Supervises:  Level:

Manages through subordinate supervisors.

Supervises employees and/or student workers.

Master’s degree in business, psychology, communications, or another related field. Eight 
years’ experience in management, executive and/or leadership roles, with proven ability to 
inspire all levels of an organization. Exceptional, interactive leadership/management style, 
able to drive change effectively and maintain equitable, consistent work environments. 
Demonstrated expertise with relevant operating models, best practices and trends (e.g., 
performance management). Experience in human capital consulting and/or HR at large, 
complex, matrixed organizations. Demonstrated experience working with business leaders 
and partners to assess improvement opportunities, diagnose performance issues, and 
design specific, strategic solutions to increase learning and organizational effectiveness. 
Experience in higher education environments, able to listen and engage positively and 
successfully with varied internal/external stakeholders. Experience defining, implementing 
and tracking comprehensive candidate experience and engagement strategies. Track 
record of successfully driving change and influencing the adoption of new ideas. Reputation 
for discretion, integrity, judgement, responsiveness and common sense. Ability to manage 
multiple priorities, with flexibility and poise. CIPD, CPLP, ODCP, SHRM-CP, SHRM-SCP, 
PHR, SPHR, or similar certifications.

Comments:

May require work and travel on weekends, evenings and/or holidays, based on business 
necessity.


